
Conservative voters and the Brexit
party

I read that members of the Conservative party are being warned not to vote
for the Brexit party and not to recommend others to vote for it. It is
curious the party leadership feel they have to brief out this statement and
only apply it to one particular possible choice of an alternative vote. It
implies they do think a lot of former Conservative voters and Conservative
party members are thinking of voting Brexit. I trust they are also against
party members wandering off to vote Labour or Green.

My advice to the leadership is to tackle the reason why they have this fear.
I would love to see the Conservative party take action to stop the Brexit
party advance. The solution is easy. The Prime Minister should this week
announce the cancellation of the Euro elections. She has always said she does
not want to hold them, so abandon them. In accordance with the extension
Agreement with the EU we can then leave the EU around the time of the Euro
elections, with or without an Agreement. That would be a great announcement.
The Brexit party would have to stand down its candidates and loses it purpose
in life. The EU might then make us a better offer, faced with the reality we
will leave anyway. The Conservatives would shoot up in the polls.We would
fulfil our promise to leave by the end of May and put behind us the
unfortunate and unwelcome delay.

If the PM and Cabinet remain wedded to holding Euro elections the way to get
Former Conservative voters back who have said they will now vote Brexit is to
have a clear and credible European Manifesto statement of how we are going to
get out soon. This has to handle the case of Parliament not signing the
Withdrawal Agreement , three times rejected, as well as the government’ s
preferred case.
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